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The situation and purpose
The rapid spread of the new coronavirus/COVID-19 requires an efficient 

package of nudge solutions for immediate optimization of hygiene / behavior 

in supermarkets, pharmacies,  hospitals, nursing homes, etc. 

The new coronavirus/COVID-19 is spreading all over the globe. Authorities and 
commercial partners are working 24/7  to communicate general guidelines and 
implement good initiatives. The virus is drop-borne and easily transmits to and from 
hard surfaces, which makes it highly contagious. This means that simple changes in 
behavior, such as using hand sanitizer before entering supermarkets, hospitals, 
pharmacies for example and keeping social distance while queuing, play a crucial 
role in preventing the spread of coronavirus/COVID-19.

The human psyche makes it difficult for us to translate communicated guidelines 
into behavioral change when we are shopping, entering a hospital or a pharmacy. If 
we are not constantly reminded of doing the right thing, in the right way and in the 
right contexts, we simply fail. If we are to change the behavior of global citizens fast, 
we will have to offer unified solutions to stores, train stations, supermarkets, 
pharmacies and hospitals for systematical implementation to nudge towards 
preventing the spread of coronavirus/COVID-19. 

The purpose of this document is to introduce best practice examples, when 
implementing behavioral change nudge solutions to prevent coronavirus/COVID-19 
disease from spreading. 

The general advice from authorities

Wash your hands 
frequently

Maintain social 
distancing

Cough and sneeze in 
your sleeve

Avoid hugs and 
handshakes 

Clean frequently
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Introduction to nudge and behavior design 

Behavioral design is an approach used to change human decision making and 
behavior in a predictable way - and doing so without limiting choices. Nudging 
basically strives to make the right decisions the easy ones. But to change 
behavior, we need to understand what drives human decision making. Most 
decisions around physical activity are made by subconscious psychological 
processes in the brain. Processes that use our surroundings and immediate input 
to determine whether we remember to use hand sanitizer or not. We do that 
simply to save mental energy.

Nudge and behavior design in relation to coronavirus/ COVID-19 
However, in many cases, settings, surroundings and systems often do not match 
the  subconscious decision processes, and our good intentions of using hand 
sanitizer and keeping social distance for example, fail to succeed. This leads to 
poor hygiene and  increased risk of the coronavirus/COVID-19 spreading fast. 

When we want to change behavior, we must understand ways to help visitors in 
supermarkets, pharmacies and hospitals turn good intentions of preventing the
virus from spreading, into measurable actions and impact in key decision 
moments. 

This is when and where nudges that use insights from the subconscious decision 
processes, daily routines and small changes in the surroundings, encourage and 
improve hygiene to prevent the coronavirus from spreading fast. 

10%

90%
System 1
90% of human decision making is automatically 

controlled by instincts and surroundings in the 

moment of choice 

System 2
10 % of human decision making is reflectively

controlled by knowledge and education
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The current barriers keeping citizens from following recommendations in practice

Visibility & placement 

Supermarkets, pharmacies and hospitals are doing their best to guide citizens into following the recommendations of health authorities – for example, to use hand 
sanitizer when entering and exiting stores and to keep social distance.  However a lack of visibility and consistency in communication forms and placement of signs
and visual guides creates confusion and inefficiency. The current barriers are:

• Inconsistency in the placement of hand sanitizer 
dispensers creates inconsistent results

• Stores and hospitals place hand sanitizer 
dispensers in areas where they are invisible for 
visitors entering or exiting the premises

• Hand sanitizer dispensers are not visible from afar, 
which leads visitors to bypass them  

Communications & information Use of icons and colors

• Inconsistency in the form of corona-related 
communication creates confusion 

• A large variety of homemade signs create 
confusion and a feeling of being overwhelmed

• Comprehensive written information resonates 
poorly with the human brain and reduces the 
odds of visitors doing the right thing 

• Comprehensive use of danger and alarm 
related colors and icons increase fearful 
feelings, which can lead to inappropriate 
behavior like hoarding. 
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To optimize behavior rapidly, there are three main areas that needs to be consistent for nudge 
solutions to be effective, when it comes to prevent coronavirus/COVID-19 disease from 
spreading

Primary colors to improve perception of hygiene
For your solutions use blue colors that intuitively relate 
to hygiene and therefore do not spur panic.

Behavioral transmitters: Recognition & authority
Use images that ensure a broad understanding that 
this is a national message endorsed by authorities 
and therefore is to be followed by everyone. Images 
can portray store owners, hospital management 
etc.

Visual icons and directions
Use visual icons to effectively guide citizens towards 
the right behavior. Most humans are visually driven. 

Normal activation in the use of icons
By using icons that refer to other people, we make 
it easy for everyone  to understand, what the 
social norm is during this corona outbreak. 

Normal activation in the use of wording 
Frame wording in ways that make the right social 
norm obvious and thereby active. 

1. Color selection 2. Icons and behavioral transmitters 3. The sociale norm
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Secondary colors for intuitive "concept models"
Use secondary colors that can be used to intuitively 
guide citizens in a simple way.

”WE USE 
HAND 
SANITIZER” 
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Overview of nudge solutions to prevent corona/COVID-19 disease from spreading

Elements to increase the use of hand sanitizer: 
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Elements for keeping social distance:  
Poster A3 Dispenser stickers 10x10cm Floor stickers Floor stickers 20x42 cmPoster A3
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